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Abstract: The Class of ac power controllers consists of Solid State Power Controller (SSPC) which connects and disconnects the load to the supply according to the required power. Two important voltage control techniques are commonly used for heating power control in ac power controller are Phase Control Switching (PCS) and Integral Cycle Control (ICC). In case that a PCS is used for the resistive load, it can produce higher order harmonics and heavy inrush current while switching on in a cold start. A feedback controlled digital circuit which provides for ICC of power in R-L loads is described. The significant feature of the circuit is that it rapidly and automatically adjusts the firing angle of the Power Semiconductor Device (PSD) to eliminate the undesirable dc component in the current of RL loads. Another notable feature of the circuit is that the initial conduction is started with firing angle α = 90° which results in suppressed first peaks in the conduction bursts. Subsequently, the feedback takes over to make the firing angle at equal to the power factor angle Φ, thereby triggering conduction at the current zero in each burst. This scheme of automatic dc offset elimination can be utilized to good advantage in the case of motor loads with rapidly changing power factors. The circuit is simple, inexpensive, and can be assembled easily using commercially available components. In the proposed method, a disadvantage of phase controlled is removed. In this paper authors have reported simulated results, design methodology and implementation of the ICC method for Welding application for R-L load.
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1. Introduction

Basically, two types of ac – to – ac conversion are in use direct conversion and indirect conversion. In indirect ac–ac conversion involves an intermediate dc stage, called the dc link or dc bus and the converter are called the dc – link converter. During direct conversion the ac input waveforms are directly converted into the desired output waveforms. Phase controlled Switching (PCS) is one of the method of the direct conversion. PCS is extensively used for adjustable ac-to-ac and ac-to-dc power conversion [1]. In case of heat controllers of resistive load (R), phase control circuits cause higher order harmonics and generate Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and heavy inrush currents while switching on from cold. At large power levels, it requires bulky and expensive line filters to minimize RFI [2]. In the case of PCS, the rms value of output voltage (Vo) and Power Factor (PF) are given by [3]. Fig. 1 (a) shows the switching arrangement of phase control circuit.

\[ V_O = V \left[ \frac{1}{\pi} \left( \frac{\pi - \alpha}{\pi} \right) - \frac{1}{2} \sin \frac{2 \alpha}{\pi} \right]^{1/2} \]  

Power Factor: \[ PF = \frac{V_O}{V} \]  

Where input supply voltage \( v(t) = V_m \sin \omega t \); \( V_m \) and \( V \) are maximum and rms values of the supply voltage and \( \alpha \) is the switching angle of the circuit, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The expression of Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is given by [3]

\[ THD = \frac{\sum_{i=2}^{H} R}{R_1} \]  

Where I is the fundamental value of the line or input supply current and I_i represents the harmonic current components of I. When \( \alpha \) varies between 60 and 120, the supply voltage is close to its Peak value (86.7% to 100%) and the corresponding voltage control range is from 44.2% to 89.7%. At the switching instant (\( \omega t = \alpha \)), the line current jumps from zero to almost its peak value, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

Thus, \( \frac{di}{dt} \) is high over a wide range of control. Moreover, there is heavy inrush current when furnace element R is heated from cold (due to high temperature coefficient of resistance of the element). At a higher value of \( \alpha \), PF is also low and THD is significantly high, as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1: (a) Switching arrangement of phase control circuit
2. Principle of Operation

ICC is used for controlling power to an ac load by permitting few full cycles to power the load followed by off period. This is repeated cyclically. The duty cycle is controlled for changing the output power basically it is an on - off control similar to the obtained through thermostatic switches except that here an integral number of cycle are passed. In literature, ICC is also described as On - Off control, Burst firing, Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS), Cycle Selection and Cycle Syncopation [4]. Fig. 3 shows the output voltage waveform of Integral cycle controller. When the power is ON, during N cycle the speed or temperature increases exponentially from a minimum value and reaches a maximum at the end of the Nth cycle. If N us the number of full cycles passed per M cycles of the source voltage then it is said to have a duty cycle of \( D = \frac{N}{M} \). The difference between maximum of temperature and the minimum temperature is called the differential.

\[
\begin{align*}
P_{\text{min}} &= \frac{V_s^2}{R} \quad \text{when } N=1 \\
P_{\text{max}} &= \frac{V_s^2}{R} \quad \text{when } N=M \\
\text{Control Ratio (CR)} &= \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{min}}} = M
\end{align*}
\]

The CR is independent of N but depends on M. ICC gives a much higher differential than phase control. Therefore it can be applied only to those processes where the process time constant is large, which keeps the differential low and higher value of M can be Chosen. Average power consumed by the load can be varied by Changing N keeping M fixed, Changing M keeping N fixed or changing both. Fig. 4 shows the variation of power and power factor for an ICC in terms of controlled load.

The current in an R-L load subjected to ICC will contain a transient component (dc offset), in each conduction burst if the PSD firing angle \( \alpha \) is not equal to the power factor angle \( \Phi \). On the other hand, if \( \alpha \) is made equal to the power factor angle \( \Phi \) of the load, the dc offset transient in the current vanishes. This objective must eventually be achieved by the control circuit automatically. However, initially, before the feedback circuit has been fully activated, some choice has to
be made of the angle $\alpha$. The two obvious choices are $\alpha = 0^\circ$ and $\alpha = 90^\circ$. Given a certain load power factor angle $\Phi$ lagging, the feedback circuit should shift the angle either forward from $0^\circ$ to $\Phi$ or backward from $90^\circ$ to $\Phi$. To make a judicious choice of the initial $\alpha$ the general expression for the current in an RL load subjected to sinusoidal excitation is taken

$$i = \frac{v_m}{Z} (\sin (\omega t - \Phi) - \sin (\alpha - \Phi)) e^{(\cot \Phi) (\alpha - \omega t)} \right)$$

(7)

Where $V_m \sin \omega t$ supply voltage,
$Z \angle \Phi$ load impedance,
$\alpha$ triac firing angle with respect to the voltage zero.

The second term in the current expression represents the transient dc offset. This term could add or subtract from the first peak of the first term depending upon the value of $\alpha$ chosen. Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the offset in the load current at initiation for a power factor angle $\Phi = 40^\circ$ lagging. It is clear that for $\alpha = 0^\circ$ the first peak of the load current is much higher than either the first or subsequent peaks of the load current for $\alpha = 90^\circ$. Hence it was considered preferable to start the first burst of conduction at $\alpha = 90^\circ$. It is apparent that any feedback circuit that would make the system self compensating, that is, eliminate the dc offset, would have to sense the magnitude of the dc offset in each burst of conduction. This sensing could be achieved by any averaging technique. Once a dc signal proportional to the load current wave is extracted, it can be used as a negative feedback signal to shift the firing angle $\alpha$ from an initial value of $90^\circ$ to $0^\circ$. Keeping in mind the present trend towards using the more compact Integrated Circuits (ICs) in preference to discrete elements, it was considered advisable to develop a control circuit which was fully digitized using commercially available IC components.

3. Performance Characteristic

SSPC is modeled as an ac voltage source or current source connected to a load through a network of switches. Switches including diode are assumed to be ideal and unidirectional, zero on state losses and unrestricted voltage or current carrying capabilities for a simplified analysis and the criteria for measuring the performance of the converter operation.

The steady state converter performance measures can be put into four categories: Voltage Transfer Ratio (VTR), Current Reflection Ratio (CRR), harmonic profile, component stresses.

**VTR:** The forward voltage transfer ratio is defined as the ratio of the rms voltage output voltage to the rms input voltage.

**CRR:** The reflective characteristic gives the effect of load current on the current drawn by from the source. The CRR is defined as the ratio of the input current to the rms load current.

**Harmonic Profile:** The output voltage and source current wave form are non sinusoidal. The lowest undesired harmonic frequency in the voltage and input power factor are the measures used for the undesirable Fourier Component.

**Component Stresses:** Voltage and current in the switch may consist of high transient which may be considering higher than the normal operating voltage. These transients voltage dictate the selection of switching devices and hence determine the cost. The component stress is measured as the ratio of the peak Voltage (Current) to the rms value of the components.

4. System Design

A. Block Diagram

Block Diagram of ICC circuit involves the basic three sections. First section comprises of a power supply stage to drive all internal amplifier and feed the gate energy to the power semiconductor devices. In second section a zero voltage detecting stage, which sense the instant of zero supply voltage. This stage releases the power amplifier for a short duration pulse this cross over point so that they may trigger the power semiconductor if required or separate some other more continuous drive circuit.

Finally in third section an amplifier stage is required which magnifies the control signal to provide the drive needed to turn on the power switch on. As shown in the block diagram, the control block consists of control circuit for the ICC, Firing Circuit and Power Amplifier (FCPA) and power supply for controlling the load.

FCPA consist of the gate driver for thyristor and triac is used as power devices in the proposed design.
B. Simulation

Simulation of ICC using MATLAB Simulink has been carried out by the authors and results are discussed for the various duty cycles. Fig. 6(b) shows the simulation result for ICC for the circuit topology discussed in Fig. 6(a). Simulation is carried out in MATLAB R2006 with simulation parameter configuration of fixed step type ODE 4 type (Runge-Kutta) with unconstrained Periodic Sample time of fixed step size of 1e-6.

MATLAB program have been developed to calculate the power factor, harmonic profile of the output waveform up to 16fo where fo is the output frequency. [5]

```
// MATLAB Programme for Integral Cycle Control //
vs= 220 * sqrt(2); d =0.5; n = 10;
th1 = 0 : pi/100 : n* d * 2* pi; % angle during on cycles
th2 = n * d *2* pi - pi /100: pi/100 : n*2*pi; % angle during off cycle
th = [th1,th2];
vo = [vs*sin(th1) zeros(size(th2))];% output voltage
vorms = sqrt(mean (vo.^2));% power factor plot (th,vo)
% [f,y,ph] = harmonic ( v0/vs,16 );% harmonic profile of the output voltage waveform upto 16fo
```

C. Hardware

The block diagram of Fig. 7(a) shows the principal stages in the circuit while Fig. 7(b) shows the detailed schematic. The design centers around the SN74191 Synchronous Up/Down Counter programmed for up counting from 8 to 15. The output of the SN74191 goes through appropriate gates to a single pole eight position switch such that any desired conduction period from one cycle to eight cycles could be obtained. For control periods other than eight cycles, the switching logic could be changed. Fig. 8 shows the signals at different stages in the control circuit programmed for a conduction period of five cycles out of eight. Pulse trains A goes through an RC coupling network which was found necessary for the elimination of high frequency noise generated in the comparator µA710. The output D of the eight position switch is delayed through an RC circuit and subsequent Schmitt Triggers so as to obtain the correct 90° delay between signals D and F. The delayed signal F could have been connected directly to the second stage of the Gate Drive circuit. If this was done, the trailing edge of F which extends beyond that of D might cause the triac to conduct an additional half cycle beyond the desired number of cycles Q. But with the circuit arrangement shown, the gate firing signal G has a trailing edge which is coincident with that of D resulting in complete elimination of any possible half-cycle conduction beyond Q cycles.
Fig. 7 shows the power control system block diagram and power control circuit schematic hardware fabrication of the control topology of ICC. Fig. 8 shows the waveform of signals at different points in the control circuit.

The 1-Q resistor between the ac supply terminal and MT1 provides the voltage proportional to the load current that is fed into the feedback integrator and averaging circuit. The output of this circuit which is proportional to the dc offset component in the load current goes as a dc reference signal to the inverting input of the comparator. It is noted that when the circuit is initially switched on, \( \gamma = 0^\circ \) and \( \alpha = 90^\circ \), which meets with the requirement of 90\(^\circ\)-delayed initial firing of the triac as explained earlier. The effect of the dc reference signal from the feedback circuit is to build up the value of \(-\gamma\) so as to satisfy

\[
\phi = \alpha = 90^\circ - \gamma
\]  

Thereby completely eliminating the dc offset in the load current. In the proposed experiment 600 V, 5 A powers SCR is used. Single phase 1 KW heater is used as the load for the experiment.

5. Analysis

Fig. 9 (a) and Fig. 9 (b) show hardware fabrication of control topology of ICC and Driver circuit for ICC for R-L Load. The power factor is low for the low duty cycle (small value of D), hence ICC is used for the control only without worrying about the efficiency. The power factor and harmonic content are highly unsatisfactory. This type of control is used in heavy machines and heating systems that have high thermal time constants. Fig. 6 (c) shows that the harmonic content is present less than the supply frequency known as inter harmonics. In [6] Group Frequency (GF) is proposed to facilitate the analysis of power system inter harmonics as well as conventional integer harmonics. The concept is applied in the analysis of load currents of ICCs and other controlled power applications. A GF can be generalized for the analysis of load currents or voltages of other power devices. One of the advantages of the GF is that
a large number of frequency components of a load voltage or current are simplified to a few frequency components without significantly changing the power quality impact of the load current or voltage.

![Graph of THD with different duty cycle](image)

**Figure 10:** (a) Graph of THD with different duty cycle

![Steady-state voltage and current in R-L load](image)

**Figure 10:** (b). Steady-state voltage and current in R-L load $\alpha = 90^\circ$, $\Phi = 73^\circ$, $I_{rms} = 1.33$ A, no feedback.

Fig. 10(a) explains the graph of the THD with D while Fig. 10(b) shows the hardware result of steady state voltage and current in R-L load at $\alpha = 90^\circ$, $\Phi = 73^\circ$, $I_{rms} = 1.33$ A, no feedback. As it evident, the harmonic profile of output voltage waveform is very unsatisfactory. In the further stages, as an improvement of the present circuit can be suggested in future according to requirement and decreases the THD even lower than ICC which better that PCS. For the same power output 125% reduction in THD is observed. The switching of the switches has been done at zero voltage and current so voltage stresses is reduced.

### 6. Applications

This SSPC is essentially a variable duty cycle switch with zero crossover switching. Unlike normal power controller which operates on the principle of variable phase angle triggering, this circuit switches on power to lad nearly zero crossover points. This controller eminently suited to control the resistive loads having large thermal hysteresis, e.g. heaters, toaster, soldering iron, oven, cloth iron etc. Inductive loads can be controlled and sophisticated display should be incorporated which displays quantities like current, voltage, duty cycle etc. Higher load can also be controlled by using a triac with larger current rating with suitable heat sink provided. Back to back thyristor pair is also used for the even high power rating. ICC can be used in applications where the process time constant is very large compared to M * t i, that is the reason it is very popularly used in resistance spot welders where M is large and it results in good quality welding with uniformity for all jobs.

### 7. Conclusion

Low cost ICC has been simulated, design and implemented for the heating control. As discussed in the different section the harmonic profile of the ICC is improved than PCS. In case of heat controllers of resistive load (R), PCS cause higher order harmonics and generate RFI and heavy inrush currents while switching on from cold. At large power levels, it requires bulky and expensive line filters to minimize RFI. These problems easily overcome by using ICC for heating application. Despite of these advantages, ICC suffering disadvantage of problem of inter harmonic and only suitable to heavy machines and heating systems that have high thermal time constants may reduces the uses of this method. Control circuit is somewhat complex but ease in construction and low hardware cost. The advantage of ICC over Phase Control in respect of reduced RFI is well known. A pronounced disadvantage of ICC, however, in the case of R-L loads was the presence of dc offset in the load current which so far had been eliminated by manual control. The feedback control circuit described in this paper achieves rapid dc offset elimination automatically in all kinds of R-L loads. Its potential can be more effectively utilized in the case of motor loads where there is a situation of rapidly changing power factor. In industrial applications the undesirable feature of speed pulsations in motor loads could possibly be minimized by using flywheels.
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